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Abstract: Many students suffer from anxiety when 
 performing numerical calculations. Mathematics anxiety 
is a condition that has a negative effect on educational 
outcomes and future employment prospects. While there 
are a multitude of behavioral studies on mathemat-
ics anxiety, its underlying cognitive and neural mecha-
nism remain unclear. This article provides a systematic 
review of cognitive studies that investigated mathematics 
anxiety. As there are no prior neural network models of 
mathematics anxiety, this article discusses how previous 
neural network models of mathematical cognition could 
be adapted to simulate the neural and behavioral studies 
of mathematics anxiety. In other words, here we provide 
a novel integrative network theory on the links between 
mathematics anxiety, cognition, and brain substrates. 
This theoretical framework may explain the impact of 
mathematics anxiety on a range of cognitive and neu-
ropsychological tests. Therefore, it could improve our 
understanding of the cognitive and neurological mech-
anisms underlying mathematics anxiety and also has 
important applications. Indeed, a better understanding 
of mathematics anxiety could inform more effective ther-
apeutic techniques that in turn could lead to significant 
improvements in educational outcomes.

Keywords: amygdala; cognition; distraction; inhibition; 
mathematics anxiety; neural networks; prefrontal cortex.

Introduction

The term mathematics anxiety was coined by Dreger and 
Aiken (1957) and refers to a feeling of tension, apprehen-
sion, or even dread interfering with number manipulation 
and mathematical problem solving (Ashcraft and Faust, 
1994; Ashcraft, 2002; Moustafa et  al., 2017b; Lukowski 
et  al., 2019a,b). Approximately 30% of 15-year-old stu-
dents across Organisation for Economic Co-operation and 
Development (OECD) countries in 2012 reported feeling 
helpless or nervous when solving mathematics problems 
(OECD, 2013). Notably, mathematics anxiety can occur 
during and even before the exposure to mathematics activ-
ities (Artemenko et al., 2015). Therefore, it involves some 
detrimental influences such as impairing performance 
in numerical and mathematical tasks (Beilock, 2008; 
Lyons and Beilock, 2012; Braham and Libertus, 2018; 
Ramirez et  al., 2013, 2018), avoiding mathematics sub-
jects at school and university levels that impact students’ 
prospective career choices (Hembree, 1990; Ashcraft and 
Krause, 2007), and affecting performance in everyday life 
activities (Holmes and Gathercole, 2014; Morsanyi et al., 
2014). Mathematics anxiety shares similar features with 
other forms of anxiety, such as general anxiety (Baloglu, 
1999; Kazelskis et al., 2000; Lauer et al., 2018).

Evidence indicates that mathematics anxiety is associ-
ated with a range of biological educational, psychological, 
and neural factors (Dowker et al., 2016). For example, mixed 
results were reported on the genetic basis of mathemat-
ics anxiety so that some studies reported that it relates to 
genetic (Lukowski et al., 2019a), environmental (Schaeffer 
et al., 2018), or an interaction of genetic and environmen-
tal factors (Dowker et al., 2016). Consistently, mathematics 
anxiety was found to be related to the complexity of mathe-
matics activities (Faust et al., 1996), possibly as they require 
additional cognitive and working memory processes. In 
addition, a negative relationship between mathematics 
anxiety and educational level was reported (Ashcraft and 
Ridley, 2005). Furthermore, one study found that math-
ematics anxiety impairs mathematics performance in girls 
more than in boys (Van Mier et  al., 2018). Other studies 
found exposure to gender stereotypes and negative atti-
tudes by parents (Casad et al., 2015), and teachers (Beilock 
et al., 2010) affected levels of math anxiety in girls.
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Many students report feeling anxious and thus avoid 
solving mathematics activities, which in turn impacts 
their career choices and further education (Hembree, 
1990; Maloney et al., 2013). One study found that math-
ematics anxiety is related to interest in studying sciences 
(Chipman et al., 1992; Luttenberger et al., 2018). According 
to Hembree (1990), individuals with mathematics anxiety 
believe that mathematics is not useful and avoid math-
ematics courses and careers in science, technology, and 
engineering.

Mathematics anxiety is also associated with changes 
in several brain areas. For example, some studies reported 
an increase in amygdala activation, which is responsible 
for fear processing (Young et al., 2012; Kucian et al., 2018), 
and is involved in anxiety disorders (Tillfors et al., 2001; 
Sakai et  al., 2005; van den Heuvel et  al., 2005; McClure 
et  al., 2007; Pillay et  al., 2007; Blair et  al., 2008; Evans 
et al., 2008; Guyer et al., 2008; Monk et al., 2008; Moustafa 
et al., 2013a). For example, Kucian et al. (2018) used MRI to 
investigate the relationship between mathematics anxiety 
and gray matter brain volume. They found that math-
ematics anxiety is related to changes in brain structure; 
in particular, math anxiety in children with and without 
developmental dyscalculia was related to a smaller 
volume of the right amygdala. Another study found that 
mathematics anxiety is associated with hyperactivity in 
the amygdala in children (Young et  al., 2012). The same 
study also reported a positive association between math-
ematics anxiety and connectivity between the amygdala 
and the ventromedial prefrontal cortex. It is important 
to note that the ventromedial prefrontal cortex input to 
the amygdala was found to play a role in the reduction of 
fear and anxiety responses (Milad et al., 2005, 2009; Gold 
et al., 2016; Ganella et al., 2017), by inhibiting the inter-
calated cells of the amygdala (Moustafa et  al., 2013a). It 
has been also suggested that the ventromedial prefrontal 
cortex-amygdala pathway plays a role in cognitive control 
and reduction of anxiety (Akirav and Maroun, 2007). 
However, it is not known if this pathway plays the same 
role in mathematics anxiety, which should be tested in 
future studies.

Mathematics anxiety is also associated with changes 
to the prefrontal cortex (Young et  al., 2012; Artemenko 
et al., 2015), prefrontal dopamine levels (Julio-Costa et al., 
2019), and the anterior cingulate cortex (Suarez-Pellicioni 
et al., 2013, 2016; Chang et al., 2017; Arsalidou et al., 2018). 
Klados et al. (2015) used ERP to investigate neural activity 
in individuals with mathematics anxiety during working 
memory and arithmetic tasks. They found that indi-
viduals with higher levels of self-reported mathematics 
anxiety showed lower cortical activation at frontocentral 

and centroparietal locations during the early stages of 
cognitive processing during simple arithmetic tasks. The 
results were independent of state and trait anxiety levels. 
Therefore, mathematics anxiety impacts a large network 
of cortical and subcortical brain areas. To the best of our 
knowledge, there are no prior theoretical or computational 
neural network models on mathematics anxiety. Our inte-
grative neural network presented below will explain how 
all of several brain areas interact and impact mathematics 
anxiety. We also note that there have been prior reviews 
of mathematics anxiety in the literature (Sokolowski and 
Necka, 2016; Suarez-Pellicioni et al., 2016); however, these 
reviews did not provide an integrative framework to link 
neural and behavioral studies of mathematics anxiety.

Methods
In this study, we provide a systematic review on neural 
and cognitive underpinnings of mathematics anxiety (see 
Figure 1). We have searched previous studies assessing 
mathematics anxiety in Pubmed, PsychoInfo, and also 
Google Scholar. Our search strategy included the follow-
ing combination of key words from two sets. The first set 
included mathematics (or math) anxiety. The second set 
included cognition (or cognitive), neural networks, com-
putational, model (or modeling), working memory, inhibi-
tion (or inhibitory), and attention (or attentional). Further, 
we have examined each paper carefully to ensure that the 
goal of the study is investigating mathematics anxiety. 
Studies that did not address mathematics anxiety were 
excluded. Figure 1 explains our search method and paper 
selection.

Working memory and mathematics 
anxiety
Working memory refers to ‘a brain system that provides 
temporary storage and manipulation of the information 
necessary for such complex cognitive tasks as language 
comprehension, learning, and reasoning’ (Baddeley, 
1992). Several studies reported a positive relationship 
between working memory and performance in math-
ematical activities (Meyer et  al., 2010; also see Packiam 
Alloway et  al., 2010; Raghubar et  al., 2010; Passolunghi 
et  al., 2016). Further, it was argued that the impact of 
mathematics anxiety on mathematical activities is medi-
ated by working memory (Skagerlund et  al., 2019). For 
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example, some studies found that mathematical skills are 
related to working memory and executive functions using 
the Wisconsin Card Sorting Task (WCST) (Heaton et  al., 
1993; Bull and Scerif, 2001). Specifically, they found that 
impaired performance in the WCST is related to impaired 
performance in mathematics activities. Furthermore, 
cognitive training methods that target working memory 
processes were shown to enhance performance in math-
ematics activities (e.g. Takeuchi et al., 2010; Witt, 2011). 
Along these lines, Sanchez-Perez et al. (2017) designed a 
computer-based training program that was implemented 
into the classroom curriculum by teachers. They found 
that by combining training on working memory and math-
ematics tasks, typically developing children showed sig-
nificant improvements in mathematics performance and 
on a go/no go task measuring the inhibition function of 
working memory.

It was suggested that individuals with high math-
ematics anxiety may have shorter working memory 
spans, possibly due to a disruption of central executive 
processes (Ashcraft and Kirk, 2001). One study reported 
that working memory enables mathematics learning 
(Skagerlund et al., 2019). Thus, mathematics anxiety may 
impair working memory performance, leading to inability 
to learn and perform mathematics problems (Soltanlou 

et  al., 2019). Further, Soltanlou et  al. (2019) suggested 
that if individuals have high working memory processes 
(perhaps due to genetic differences in COMT genes and/or 
prefrontal cortex function), mathematics anxiety may not 
consume all of their working memory resources and, thus, 
be able to learn and perform mathematics problems under 
anxiety conditions. Inconsistently, however, Ramirez et al. 
(2013) found that individuals with high working memory 
showed more mathematics anxiety symptoms and worse 
mathematics performance than those with low working 
memory. Ramirez et  al. (2013) explained this finding 
using the assumption that individuals with high working 
memory might rely on strategies that involve working 
memory-intensive solutions to mathematics problems, 
and these strategies could be impaired by mathematics 
anxiety. Consistently, Mattarella-Micke et al. (2011) found 
that increased mathematics anxiety was associated with 
high working memory.

Converging with these results, it is well established 
that general anxiety impacts working memory perfor-
mance (Lukasik et al., 2019). For example, anxiety induc-
tion was found to impair spatial and verbal working 
memory (Vytal et al., 2013). Accordingly, it is reasonable 
to conclude that working memory does impact math-
ematics anxiety, which can, in turn, impair performance 
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Figure 1: A systematic review on mathematics anxiety.
Article search and selection process is shown.
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in mathematics activities. Future experimental research 
needs to examine whether the induction of mathematics 
anxiety could impair working memory.

Inhibitory and attentional 
performance: relation to 
mathematics anxiety
Several theories have been proposed to explain the effects 
of anxiety on cognitive performance, suggesting that 
anxiety leads to an impairment in the cognitive control 
system, which is the system responsible for the ability 
to adapt behavior depending on goals. According to the 
processing efficiency theory (Eysenck and Calvo, 1992), 
anxiety and worrying thoughts consume the limited 
resources of working memory, leaving less available for 
the current task. The attentional control theory (Eysenck 
et al., 2007), which is an extension of the processing effi-
ciency theory, further describes the reduced efficiency of 
working memory (see working memory section for more 
discussion on this topic). Eysenck et al. (2007) proposed 
that anxious individuals have an imbalance between 
the top-down goal-directed attentional system and the 
bottom-up stimulus-driven attentional system; thus, they 
are influenced more by the stimulus-driven attentional 
system, resulting in an inability to inhibit distracting or 
irrelevant information (i.e. conflict) to the task at hand. 
Further, Eysenck et  al. (2007) suggested that this inabil-
ity occurs regardless of whether the distraction is exter-
nal (such as irrelevant task information) or internal (from 
anxious thoughts). Accordingly, it is hypothesized that 
anxiety impairs processing efficiency to a greater extent 
than performance effectiveness, whereby anxious indi-
viduals exert increased effort to counter the negative 
effects of anxiety and attain a comparable quality of task 
performance (such as response accuracy) to less anxious 
individuals.

The conflict-monitoring hypothesis (Botvinick et  al., 
2001) proposes the existence of a system in the anterior 
cingulate cortex that monitors such conflicts and triggers 
an adjustment of attention to exert top-down control. 
However, the dual mechanisms of control framework 
(Braver et al., 2009; Hutchison, 2011; Braver, 2012; Lamich-
hane et al., 2018) further suggests that anxious individuals 
do not maintain top-down control continuously in a pro-
active manner, but instead, they exert control reactively 
only as needed when conflict or a task-relevant stimulus is 
detected, thereby causing susceptibility to distraction. To 

conclude, these theories suggest that anxiety impairs the 
cognitive control system affecting the individual’s ability 
to adjust top-down control and goal-directed behavior.

Consistent with studies on general anxiety, early 
research on mathematics anxiety suggested that math-
anxious individuals may have trouble inhibiting atten-
tion to distracting information (Hopko et al., 1998, 2002). 
More recently, Suarez-Pellicioni et al. (2014) investigated 
numerical conflict processing using a numerical Stroop 
paradigm, which is a standard test for examining the 
ability to inhibit irrelevant information during a numeri-
cal task (Stroop, 1935). In this task, a participant is pre-
sented with two single-digit numbers, each in different 
physical sizes, and must decide which number is numer-
ically larger. A conflict can occur where the physical size 
is mismatched with the numerical size and needs to be 
inhibited. The size congruity effect or numerical inter-
ference effect occurs when it is easier to decide which 
number is numerically larger, when this number is also 
physically larger than when this number is physically 
smaller (Besner and Coltheart, 1979). For example, if pre-
sented with ‘small-sized’ 2 and ‘big-sized’ 8, it is easier 
to decide 8 is numerically larger than if presented with 
‘big-sized’ 2 and ‘small-sized’ 8.

Suarez-Pellicioni et al. (2014) found that individuals 
with mathematics anxiety had larger interference effects 
(i.e. longer reaction times when experiencing conflict), 
which supports the existence of an impaired inhibition 
mechanism. Furthermore, using event-related potentials 
(ERPs), Suarez-Pellicioni et  al. (2014) found that mathe-
matics anxiety does not affect the early stages of cognitive 
control processing where the system monitors for conflict. 
Rather, it affects the later stages of processing with an 
abnormal upregulation of resources to solve the conflict 
that was encountered. Notably, results of Suarez-Pelli-
cioni et al. (2014) support the dual mechanisms of control 
theory of reactive control, converging with theories of 
general anxiety. Therefore, Suarez-Pellicioni et al. (2014) 
concluded that attentional control and susceptibility to 
distraction are important factors related to mathematics 
anxiety. This conclusion requires further research.

Performance in attentional tasks is related to that of 
mathematics activities, in general (Wu et al., 2014). Further, 
some studies directly tested the relationship between 
mathematics anxiety and attentional processes. For 
example, mathematics anxiety was found to be associated 
with impaired attentional processes, and it is associated 
with larger β oscillation, P300 amplitude, and stronger 
γ waves during solving mathematics activities (Liu et al., 
2019). Using an emotional Stroop task, which included 
both math-related and neutral words, Suarez-Pellicioni 
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et  al. (2015) found that high math-anxious individuals 
have larger reaction times than non-math-anxious par-
ticipants on the math-related words. Along these lines, 
Rubinsten et al. (2015) used the dot prime task, in which 
participants attempt to identify whether a probe is one or 
two asterisks. Before the probe, a prime appeared on the 
screen, which included both math-related and neutral 
ones. Reaction time was lower in math-anxious individu-
als than in non-math-anxious individuals when the probe 
appeared on the same location as the math-related prime. 
This suggests that math-anxious individuals paid more 
attention to math-related stimuli than non-math-anxious 
individuals, leading them to respond more quickly to the 
probes.

Neural network modeling: prior 
relevant models
In this and the next section, we will attempt to provide 
an integrative neural network model of the cognitive and 
neural underpinning of mathematics anxiety. A neural 
network model is a computational system that is loosely 
based on a biological neural network (O’Reilly and 
Munakata, 2006; Moustafa and Maida, 2007; Moustafa 
et al., 2009, 2010, 2013a,b,c, 2017a,b; Moustafa and Gluck, 
2011a,b; Helie et al., 2013; Muralidharan et al., 2014, 2016; 
Faghihi and Moustafa, 2015; Khalil et  al., 2017, 2018; 
Moustafa, 2017; Chakravarthy and Moustafa, 2018). It per-
forms mathematical calculations to simulate how brain 
processes work and is a tool used to test theories and 
suggest directions for future research (Moustafa, 2017; 
Chakravarthy and Moustafa, 2018).

Neural network modeling was used extensively to 
investigate the mechanisms of numerical cognition and 
cognitive control. For example, Verguts et  al. (2005) 
implemented a neural network model that proposed a 
place-coding system to explain how number-selective 
neurons that are attuned to numbers (Nieder et al., 2002) 
are represented on a mental number line. Within the 
numerical cognition literature, the mental number line 
is a key hypothesis proposing that numbers are spatially 
located left or right on a visually perceived line (Dehaene, 
2001). Verguts et al. (2005) model, called a model of exact 
small-number representation, simulated a symbolic 
number comparison task, which involved deciding which 
of two single-digit numbers has greatest magnitude. The 
numbers were presented as input to the model and were 
represented using place-coding characteristics where 
each number neuron activates maximally on the mental 

number line, and surrounding neurons activate with 
decreasing strength as they become further away. The 
model then activated either the left or right response unit, 
depending on which presented number was the largest. 
The model accounted for the numerical distance effect, 
which is a classical finding observed in number compari-
son tasks, where it is easier to compare two numbers and 
decide which is larger when the numbers are further apart 
than when they are closer together (Moyer and Landauer, 
1967). For example, it is easier to compare the numbers 
2 and 9 and decide which is larger, than to compare the 
numbers 5 and 6. Experimental studies showed that 
individuals high in mathematics anxiety have more pro-
nounced distance effects than individuals low on math-
ematics anxiety (Maloney et al., 2011; Dietrich et al., 2015; 
Georges et  al., 2016). Verguts et  al. (2005) place-coding 
model was seminal in the development of computational 
models of numerical cognition and was the basis of subse-
quent neural network models simulating number magni-
tude comparison tasks (e.g. Van Opstal et al., 2008; Chen 
and Verguts, 2010).

Santens and Verguts (2011) adapted the Verguts et al. 
(2005) model to simulate the numerical Stroop task, which 
involved deciding which of two single-digit numbers had 
greater magnitude when they are presented in different 
physical sizes. Santens and Verguts (2011) proposed the 
shared decisions account where numerical and physi-
cal sizes are initially processed separately then interact 
at the decision level of the task. Moeller et al. (2011) also 
extended the Verguts et  al. (2005) model and simulated 
a two-digit number comparison task, that is, deciding 
which of two two-digit numbers had the largest magni-
tude. Their model proposed a separate mental number 
line that is recycled for each place value. For example, 
both the 10s and 1s of a two-digit number are decomposed 
to their own mental number line, rather than the entire 
two-digit number holistically being represented on just 
one mental number line. The model consisted of a single-
digit number comparison network for each of the 10s and 
1s. Huber et  al. (2013) extended their previous model to 
include the modeling of cognitive control. It was based on 
a neural network model by Verguts and Notebaert (2008) 
who proposed a conflict-modulated Hebbian learning rule 
to show how the cognitive control system knows where to 
intervene when it detects conflict. The Verguts and Note-
baert (2008) model consisted of a conflict monitoring unit 
that monitored the amount of conflict in the system during 
a cognitive task and signaled to strengthen connections 
between active representations (thereby strengthening 
task-relevant associations) when conflict was encoun-
tered. By integrating their two-digit number comparison 
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model with a cognitive control network, Huber et  al. 
(2013) were able to model the conflict that occurs during 
a two-digit number comparison task, where the 10s are 
initially compared while ignoring the units. Subsequently, 
the model was extended to include number comparison 
of three-digit numbers (Huber et al., 2013) and decimals 
(Huber et al., 2014; Nuerkand Moeller, 2014). Eventually, 
all the models were integrated into one general framework 
for multi-symbol number comparison (Huber et al., 2016).

To our best knowledge, there is no model of math-
ematics anxiety. Rather, there were models in anxiety 
generally (Mkrtchian et  al., 2017) or its effects on some 
specific processes such as decision making in language 
processes (Snyder et al., 2010). These models assume that 
anxiety leads to reduction of neural inhibition, making 
more neurons active, and leading to difficulty making a 
decision.

An integrative neural network 
model of mathematics anxiety
Mathematics anxiety was primarily studied in behav-
ioral experiments, and more recently by imaging and 
electrophysiological techniques, as described above. 
However, to our knowledge, there are no neural network 
modeling studies of mathematics anxiety. Therefore, we 
here provide a theoretical integrative neural network 
model on the relationship between mathematics anxiety 
and impairments in inhibition, attention, and working 
memory. Our theoretical model integrates and extends 
the general modeling framework by Huber and colleagues 
and Verguts and colleagues (Verguts et al., 2005; Huber 
et  al., 2013, 2016). In our integrative model, we assume 
that normal mathematics processing and cognition 

involves several brain areas, including the basal ganglia, 
anterior cingulate, prefrontal cortex, and amygdala 
(Figure 2). Initially, perceptual input from sensory corti-
cal areas is projected to several cortical and subcortical 
areas for further processing. Information maintained in 
the prefrontal’s working memory aids the performance of 
mathematics activities via top-down effect on the basal 
ganglia (decision-making system). Our theoretical model 
can account for performance in the above-mentioned 
behavioral tasks such as the number comparison and 
numerical Stroop tasks. In these tasks, a response conflict 
will increase the activation in the anterior cingulate and 
amygdala, which then interferes with normal responses 
of the basal ganglia, via a top-down effect. In addition, 
the model can also account for individual differences in 
working memory performance, as these are related to pre-
frontal function and exert top-down effect on decision-
making systems (e.g. the basal ganglia).

As discussed above, previous research showed that 
mathematics anxiety impacts several brain areas, includ-
ing anterior cingulate cortex, prefrontal cortex, and the 
amygdala. According to our model (see Figure 2), math-
ematics anxiety increases the activation of the amygdala 
(leading to an increase in stress) and anterior cingulate 
cortex (leading to the perception of conflict), and impairs 
the prefrontal cortex’ working memory mechanisms. 
These disruptions have top-down effects on the decision-
making systems (e.g. the basal ganglia), leading to slow 
and incorrect responses in mathematics activities. In other 
words, stress experienced due to exposure of mathematics 
activities will increase the activity of the amygdala, which 
will, in turn, interfere with decision making, that is, perfor-
mance in mathematics activities. According to this model, 
impaired performance in the numerical Stroop paradigm 
(described above) is possibly due to the over-activation 
of the anterior cingulate cortex, thus, affecting decision 

Anterior
cingulate
(conflict)

Perceptual
input

Basal ganglia
(actions;

performance)

Prefrontal cortex
(working
memory)

Amygdala
(anxiety)

Figure 2: An integrative model of the effect of mathematics anxiety on the brain.
A red-colored brain area refers to overactivation, while a green-colored refers to underactivation, due to mathematics anxiety.
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making and performance in  mathematics  activities via a 
top-down mechanism. Similarly, disruption to prefrontal’s 
working memory mechanisms due to the exposure of hard 
mathematics problems could also impact the performance 
of mathematics activities via a top-down mechanism.

Discussion and future directions
Anxiety about performing mathematics is an increas-
ingly important issue (OECD, 2013). In 2012, around 30% 
of 15-year-old students across OECD countries reported 
feeling helpless or nervous when solving a mathematics 
problem, and 59% reported they worry about mathemat-
ics classes being difficult. Furthermore, a position paper 
released by the Australian Government’s Office of the 
Chief Scientist (2015) discusses the importance of educa-
tion in science, technology, engineering, and mathemat-
ics (STEM), suggesting students will enter a very different 
work force in 2030. Given the importance of mathematical 
skills, understanding and treating mathematics anxiety is 
essential in helping to reduce students’ emotional stress 
and improving education outcomes around the subject.

Studies also show that individuals with mathemat-
ics learning disability show mathematics anxiety (Carey 
et  al., 2015). Mathematics learning disability is a con-
dition related to difficulty in understanding numbers 
(Mazzocco et  al., 2011; Soares et  al., 2018). Future work 
should provide a computational model of the cognitive 
and neural mechanisms in individuals with mathematics 
learning disability. Future work should also explain how 
changing different model parameters can help explain 
math performance and anxiety in individuals with mathe-
matics learning disability. As no studies to date examined 
mathematics anxiety using neural network modeling, it is 
our hope that this paper will open a new field of enquiry 
on the topic using this method as an adjunct to behavio-
ral experiments. Although it is known that mathematics 
anxiety impairs cognition, its underlying mechanism is 
not well understood. This paper provides an integra-
tive network model to explain the effects of mathematics 
anxiety on the brain and cognition. Using neural network 
modeling, future work can test theories linking anxiety 
and cognitive performance in the context of mathematics 
anxiety. The results can provide indications as to how the 
underlying mechanisms affected by mathematics anxiety 
are consistent with research findings of other anxiety dis-
orders, as discussed above. Additionally, by exploring the 
effect of changing the activation levels of different parts of 
the neural network model (as shown in Figure 2), future 

work should examine how mathematics anxiety impacts 
the brain and cognition, and can discover other underly-
ing factors related to mathematics anxiety. Predictions 
can then be made to direct future research. Understanding 
the underlying cognitive mechanisms that are impaired 
can aid psychologists and educators in developing tests 
to identify mathematics learning difficulties early in chil-
dren, and introduce targeted intervention strategies and 
teaching methods to prevent students developing math-
ematics anxiety or help those already affected by it.
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